SeeSaw
New Book List to use with Children and Young people
Title/ category
GENERAL BOOKS TO EXPLORE DEATH WITH CHILDREN
I Miss You – a first look at death
Lifetimes – Tells about beginnings endings and lifetimes in
between
Is Daddy coming back in a minute – Explaining a sudden
death to young children
When Dinosaurs Die – a story guide to understanding
death
I have a question about Death – a book for children with
Autism disorder or other special needs
TALKING TO CHILDREN ABOUT FUNERALS
What happens when someone dies – a book for adults and
children to share together when talking about a funeral
What happened to Daddy’s body – explaining what
happens after death to young children
HELPING CHILDREN TELL THE STORY OF WHAT HAPPENED
There’s no such thing as a dragon – a story version of the
elephant in the room
A Terrible thing happened – for children who have
experienced a sudden death or witnessed a traumatic
episode
TALKING ABOUT FEELINGS
How are you feeling today – talking about feelings and
ways to manage them
The huge bag of worries – a story exploring how to share
worries when they become so heavy to carry
The bear cards – Picture cards to explore feelings with
young children
Feelings Blob cards – blob cards useful for exploring
difficult feelings
Starving the anxiety gremlin – a cognitive therapy
workbook on anxiety management for adolescents
Starving the anger gremlin – a cognitive behavioural
therapy workbook on anger management for young people
What to do when you worry too much – a guide to
overcoming anxiety
What to do when you dread your bed - a to overcoming
sleep problems
A volcano in my tummy –
Helping children to handle anger
The owl who was afraid of the dark – story book about a
baby owl who was afraid of the dark
The Magic bed – a storybook to begin a conversation about
sleep problems
Silly Billy – A storybook about worrying too much

Author

Pat Thomas
Bryan Mellonie + Robert Ingpen

Age group

Early years
Early years

Elke and Alex Baker
Laurie Krasney Brown + Marc
Brown
Arlan Grad Gaines and Meredith
Englander Polsky

Available from SeeSaw

Primary
Primary –
special needs

Elke and Alex Baker

Early years +
primary
Early years

Jack Kent

Primary

Margaret M. Holmes

Primary

Molly Potter

Primary

Virginia Ironside

Primary

Published by Qcards

Kate Collins - Donnelly

Early years
Primary
Primary
Adolescents
Adolescents

KateCollins - Donnelly

Adolescents

Dawn Huebner

Eliane Whitehouse + Warwick
Pudney
Jill Tomlinson

Primary
Young teens
Primary
Young teens
Primary
Young teens
Primary

John Burningham

Primary

Anthony Browne

Primary

by Speechmark

Dawn Huebner

Title/Category
BUILDING MEMORIES
Memory bottles – storybook to encourage building
memories
Muddles Puddles and sunshine – an activity book for
children when someone has died
Remembering – an activity book to talk and remember the
person who has died
The memory tree – A storybook for children about
remembering the person who has died
EXPLORIING GRIEF WITH CHILDREN
The scar – a storybook that explores children’s grief
The heart and the bottle – a storybook that explores
children’s grief
A sky of diamonds – a storybook for children about death
grief and hope

Author

Age group

Beth Shoshan

Primary

Winston’ Wish

Primary

Child Bereavement Charity

Primary

Britta Teckentrup

Charlotte Moundlic
Oliver Jeffers

Primary

Camille Gibbs

Primary

BUILDING HOPE AND RESILIANCE
The invisible string – a storybook to encourage continuing
bonds and help with separation anxiety

Patrice Karst

Primary

WHEN A BABY DIES
Stewarts tree – a book for brothers and sisters when a baby
dies shortly after birth

Cathy Campbell

Early years
Primary

WHEN SOMEONE IS DYING
Fox and Goldfish – a picture storybook to explore thoughts
and feelings when someone is dying

Nils Pieters

Primary
Young teen

GRANDPARENTS DEATH
A place in my heart – a story book following the death of a
grandfather

Annette Aubrey

Early years
Primary

SIBLING DEATH
The coat I wear – a storybook following the death of a
sibling

Mel Maxwell

Primary
Young Teen

TALKING ABOUT SUICIDE WITH CHILDREN
Lunas red hat – a storybook for children who have
experienced someone dying by suicide

Emmi Smid

Primary

